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The Fairy Tail manga and anime series features an extensive cast of characters created by Hiro
Mashima.The series takes place primarily in the Kingdom of Fiore, a country in the fictional universe
Earth-land, where several of its residents perform various forms of magic.Those who practice magic as a
profession, referred to as wizards (é-”å°Žå£«, madÅ•shi), [vol. 2:translation notes] join ...
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The Indian Rebellion of 1857 was a major, but ultimately unsuccessful, uprising in India in 1857â€“58 against
the rule of the British East India Company, which functioned as a sovereign power on behalf of the British
Crown. The rebellion began on 10 May 1857 in the form of a mutiny of sepoys of the Company's army in the
garrison town of Meerut, 40 miles northeast of Delhi (now Old Delhi).
Indian Rebellion of 1857 - Wikipedia
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